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Edomdemo Ilidorom1: Constructing the Language Duwen 

Not long ago, a rune was discovered in the Cholistan Desert of modern-
day Pakistan. A team of archaeologists excavated the area and discovered 
evidence of an entire language, which they dated to the 10th century BCE. 
After investigating the site, linguists determined that the rune signified 
“heart,” inflected to the nominative singular female form of the word. The 
linguists decided to name the language “Duwen,” after the rune. What 
follows is the first attempt to codify their findings. 

 
I. Phonology 

Sounds 

The sound system of Duwen consists of nine consonant sounds (/b/, /d/, /g/, /h/, /m/, /n/, /w/, /l/, 

/r/) and five vowel sounds (/a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/) with long and short iterations (see table 1 and table 

2). The consonant sounds are primarily labial, dental, and velar in nature and are voiced except 

for voiceless /h/. The vowels are also, by nature, voiced. The preponderance of voiced sounds in 

Duwen gives it a slower, heavier phonaesthetic than it would have had had voiceless sounds 

preponderated. For instance, compare the sound of saying “ta-ka-ta-ka-ta-ka-ta-ka” to that 

produced by replacing the voiceless /t/ and /k/ consonants with their corresponding voiced 

sounds /d/ and /g/: “da-ga-da-ga-da-ga-da-ga.” The use of voiced consonants in favor of 

voiceless consonants gives Duwen a slow and heavy phonaesthetic quality as each syllable 

requires a heavier movement of the tongue. When paired with certain vowels (long /a/, /o/, /u/), 

this slow and heavy quality gives Duwen an almost lugubrious tone (the sounds “du,” “da,” and 

                                                
1 Translation: Remembered Words 
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“do” are particularly glum because of the length of their vowels and the weight of their initial 

consonant). Because it features primarily long vowels and voiced sounds, Duwen has a fuller 

sound than languages such as Japanese, whose sound system, though it includes voiced 

consonants and long vowels, dilutes the heaviness of the language with voiceless consonants. 

Yet, because it lacks voiceless consonants and alveolar, palatal, and uvular sounds, Duwen’s 

sound system is also less diverse than the sound systems of other languages. The limited sound 

inventory of Duwen may point to an aural preference for soft, voiced, and long sounds, or, 

improbably, a physiological inability to produce sounds such as affricates. The proclivity of 

Duwen for long and voiced sounds gives it a slow and heavy phonaesthetic with more 

phonological distinctiveness than diversity.  

Table 1: Consonant Sounds 

 Labial Dental Alveolar Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal 
Stop /b/ /d/   /g/   
Affricate        
Fricative       /h/ 
Nasal /m/ /n/      
Glide     /w/   
Lateral  /l/      
Tap/Trill   /r/     
 

Table 2: Vowel Sounds 

 a e i o U 
Long /a/ /e/ /i/ /o/ /u/ 
Short /æ/ /ε/ /ɪ/ /ɔ/ /ʊ/ 
 

Syllables 

The syllabic system of Duwen is predicated on the idea that syllables should be audibly distinct; 

to this end, Duwen employs a mostly open syllable system that alternates between consonants 

and vowels. As David Peterson notes in The Art of Language Invention, a syllable can consist of 
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three parts. The nucleus of the syllable is the vowel. A vowel can constitute a syllable (“a” is a 

syllable), or it can be paired with consonants to form a syllable. A consonant that precedes the 

nucleus (vowel) of the syllable is called the onset. Thus, in the syllable “da,” “d” is the onset and 

“a” is the nucleus. If a consonant suffixes the nucleus it is called a coda. In the syllable “dan,” 

“n” is the coda. If a syllable has a coda, it is considered a closed syllable (“dan”). If a syllable 

does not have a coda, it is considered an open syllable (“a” or “da”).  

For the most part, Duwen employs an open syllable system in which a consonant cannot 

end a syllable. This system is why you will never encounter a Duwenese word such as “dog.” 

Duwen also stipulates that vowels cannot touch each other; this rule prevents the conflation or 

diphthongization of vowel sounds. This stipulation ensures that speakers never have to wonder 

how to pronounce a word such as “doag.” These rules constrain the phonology of Duwen to 

alternate between vowel and consonant sounds in order to ensure that sounds are audibly distinct, 

making the language easier to learn and to speak.  

There are exceptions to each of the rules. The nasal consonant sounds /m/ and /n/ can end 

a syllable (“gam,” “wen”) in the same way that /n/ can end a syllable in Japanese (an open 

syllable system). Lateral /l/ can end a syllable in the case that a nominal prefix2 (prefixes follow 

the open syllable rule and end in vowels by default) attaches to a root word which begins with a 

vowel. For instance, to inflect “imin” (which ends in /n/) to the nominative, neuter, singular 

form, I would insert an /l/ between the prefix /do/ and the root /imin/: /do/ + /l/ + /imin/ = 

/dolimin/. The insertion of /l/ between the vowels /o/ and /i/ allows the inflected word to conform 

to the rule that vowels cannot touch each other and circumvents potential diphthongization.  

                                                
2 More on nominal prefixes and inflections later. 
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As in any language, the phonological system of Duwen has rules, and it has exceptions to 

those rules. Though in general it prohibits the use of consonantal codas, Duwen does allow /m/ 

and /n/ to end syllables, and it allows /l/ to end nominal prefix syllables when the prefixed root 

begins with a vowel. The syllabic system, with its rules and exceptions, makes Duwen easy to 

learn and to speak, suggesting that pronunciation, more than other considerations, informs 

Duwen’s syllabic constitution. 

 

Intonation, Stress, and Pronunciation 

Duwen does not conform to a fixed stress pattern nor has it developed a consistent intonation 

system. The placement of stress in Duwen depends largely on the intuition of the speaker and on 

the contextual rhythm of the construction.3 English stress and intonation patterns may serve as a 

guide to stress and intonation in Duwen because of the languages’ structural similarities (like 

English, Duwen is a head-initial language; more on this later). Japanese, or other open-syllable 

languages, may also serve as a guide given its common syllabic structure. However, as far as 

researchers can tell, the intonation of and placement of stress in Duwen convey little to no 

semantic information, making it less important for linguistic purposes. 

There is more information regarding pronunciation in Duwen. Where practical, Duwen 

favors long vowels over short vowels. However, when pronouncing a vowel (most commonly 

“e”) before a coda, or when pronouncing a vowel long would otherwise result in unnaturalness, 

oral-physiological overexertion, or perceived diphthongization, speakers may substitute a short 

form for the long form. For example, the “e” in “Duwen” is easier pronounced short than long 

(/duwεn/ v. /duwen/) because the pronunciation of long “e” before the coda “n” sounds 

                                                
3 I place the stress in “Duwen” on the “wen” syllable. 
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unnatural, overexerts the oral muscles, and results in an aurally perceived diphthong; in cases 

such as this one, where long vowel pronunciation before a consonantal coda results in one or 

more of the above aberrations, the speaker may shorten the vowel. Indeed, throughout the 

evolutionary history of Duwen, long /e/s preceding /m/ and /n/ codas have acquired short vowel 

pronunciations, such that /duwen/ becomes pronounced /duwεn/ and /gam/ becomes pronounced 

/gæm/. Linguists also often pronounce “e” short when it precedes the consonantal onset of a 

succeeding syllable, such that “eho” is pronounced /εho/. (There is little evidence of the short 

vowels /ɪ/, /ɔ/, and /ʊ/ in extant Duwenese literature, though these pronunciations likely existed.) 

While Duwen favors long over short vowels, its pronunciation depends on phonological context, 

and variation in pronunciation is not uncommon.  

 

II. Words and Grammar 

Nouns 

Duwen employs a prefix system to mark the number, gender, and case of nouns (see table 3). 

Like English, Duwen features a singular and a plural form. The plural is marked by the coda /m/ 

at the end of the prefix, while the singular goes unmarked (or marked by an /l/ if the prefix 

requires it). Duwen encodes for gender, using the vowels /u/, /a/, and /o/ to represent female, 

male, and neuter respectively, but it does not encode gender according to a grammatical 

understanding of words (what Peterson calls a word’s “specific set of morphological properties” 

[113]); rather, Duwen recognizes the “natural” gender of the noun. Thus, to describe a bull, a 

user of Duwen would apply the prefix “da” to “nomno,” the word for bovine, producing 

“danomno.”4 Plurals in any person take the neuter unless the plurality referred to is entirely male 

                                                
4 Duwen’s gender system accommodates, to the extent that it can, transgender persons. However, it is up to users to 
apply the appropriate, or the most appropriate, gender prefix in a situation. 
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or female; as such, a plurality of children representing multiple genders would take the neuter 

plural “domlorim,” whereas a plurality of only female children would take the female plural 

“dumlorim.”  

Duwen also encodes for grammatical case, though not to the extent that other languages, 

such as Latin, do. Duwen preserves two cases, the nominative and the accusative, with the latter 

being used as the case for indirect objects (Duwen is like English in this sense) and to indicate 

possession. Duwen distinguishes the nominative prefix from the accusative prefix by prefacing it 

with a long /e/ sound. The prefixing of number, gender, and case in nouns allows for syntactical 

variation (word order is not fixed) and presents the variable semantic information at the 

beginning of the word, allowing for the prospective ascertainment of grammatical position.  

Table 3: Prefixes for Gender, Number, Case (Nouns) 

 Nominative Accusative 
Female (S/P) /du(l)/- /dum/- /edu(l)/- /edum/- 
Male /da(l)/- /dam/- /eda(l)/- /edam/- 
Neuter /do(l)/- /dom/- /edo(l)/- /edom/- 
 

Pronouns  

Duwen preserves number, gender, and case in its pronoun system (see table 4 and table 5). As for 

the prefixes, gender is indicated by the sounds /u/, /a/, and /o/, which correspond to female, male, 

and neuter, respectively. Unlike in English, the 1st and 2nd person forms of pronouns in Duwen 

recognize gender.5 It is rare, though I presume not impossible, for a 1st person pronoun to take 

the neuter gender; I think of gender neutral persons and of imaginative literary constructions, 

such as “Ga dominalon hahano: No hohi minaliro” (literally, “The wind said: I am breathless”). 

As I indicate above, the presence of /m/ at the end of the prefix (as coda to the syllable) indicates 

                                                
5 As noted above, neuter should be used for 1st and 2nd person pluralities, unless the plurality is entirely male or 
female. 
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plurality. The pronouns employ the vowels /e/ and /i/ to account for the additional grammatical 

nuance of person (1st, 2nd, 3rd). 1st person goes unmarked, while 2nd and 3rd person pronouns take 

/e/ and /i/, respectively, at the beginning of the prefix. Duwen differentiates case in pronouns in 

the initial consonant; pronouns in the nominative case take /n/ as the initial consonant sound, 

whereas pronouns in the accusative case take /m/. Duwen marks pronoun number, gender, and 

case much in the way that its nominal prefixes do, drawing on existing elements in the latter to 

indicate number and gender in the former. 

Table 4: Nominative Case (Pronouns) 

 Singular Plural 
1st (Female/Male/Neuter) /nu-/ /na-/ /no-/ /num-/ /nam-/ /nom-/ 
2nd /enu-/ /ena-/ /eno-/ /enum-/ /enam-/ enom-/ 
3rd /inu-/ /ina-/ /ino-/ /inum-/ /inam-/ /inom-/ 
 

Table 5: Accusative Case (Pronouns) 

 Singular Plural 
1st (Female/Male/Neuter) /mu-/ /ma-/ /mo/ /mum-/ /mam-/ /mom-/ 
2nd /emu-/ /ema-/ /emo-/ /emum-/ /emam-/ /emom-/ 
3rd /imu-/ /ima-/ /imo-/ /imum-/ /imam-/ /imom-/ 
 

Noun Classes 

Duwen has eleven optional noun class prefixes to indicate the emotional tenor of the speaker—

not necessarily the subject of the sentence—to the noun so prefixed (see table 6). In the case that 

the noun referred to is the speaker, or the emotional tenor is otherwise un-established, the noun 

takes the objective. Some argue that the noun class prefixes are redundant, emotional 

dispositions being conveyed through diction or intonation. However, the noun class prefixes 

allow for nuances of understanding. For example, the sentence “Na wenhi wa-imu” differs from 

“Na wenhi ro-imu” and “Na wenhi lo-imu” in the sense that the speaker’s love for the woman is, 

in the first sense, affectionate, in the second sense, passionate, and in the third sense, proud. 
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Thus, the noun class prefixes singularize emotions and give Duwen the advantage of semantic 

precision. 

Pronouns also take the noun class prefixes, but they do not take gender/number prefixes, 

for gender/number are encoded in the pronoun. In the case that a noun class prefix and a nominal 

prefix co-occur, the noun class prefix precedes the nominal prefix. Unlike the gender/number 

prefixes, noun class prefixes are prefixed by a hyphen. For example, the sentence “I love the man 

[with an emotional tenor of affection]” would be translated as “Na wenhi ga wa-dalon” with 

“wa” prefixed by a hyphen and with “da” prefixed to the root itself. The noun class prefixes do 

not require the insertion of a consonant between it and a word beginning with a vowel, because 

the hyphen phonologically functions as a pause between the vowels; as such, the construction 

“Wa-inu” would sound as /wa/-/inu/ with a distinct pause between /a/ and /i/.  

The following dialogue demonstrates the usefulness of the noun class prefixes: 

A: Na wenhi ro-emu. (“I love you [passionate].”) 

B: Ulu. Nu wenhi ro-ima.  (“No. I love him [passionate].”) 

A: Di-ina hohino ga dolimin. (“He [irate] is a butt.”) 

B: Nu dolorohu di-ema. (“I will stab you [irate].”) 

The noun class prefixes allow for nuanced understandings of multivalent verbs, such as “love.” 

In addition, they unambiguously note the emotional disposition of the speaker to a thing. For 

example, when A says, “Di-ina hohino ga dolimin,” B knows that A feels anger toward the “ina” 

(the other male). Though A’s anger seems intuitive, had A not specified his anger he might have 

been misunderstood to mean “Wa-ina hohino ga dolimin” (“He [affectionate] is a butt,” 

suggesting banter more than anger) or “De-ina hohino ga dolimin” (“He [despondent] is a butt,” 

suggesting sadness more than anger). The reliance of Duwen on emotionally-registering noun 
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class prefixes suggests that its speakers needed or desired the clarifying function, despite the 

tonal, dynamic, and otherwise vocal tools at their disposal. At the least, the existence of the noun 

class prefixes reflects a sensitivity to communicative precision and an appreciation of the 

nuances of language.  

Table 6: Noun Class Prefixes 

Noun Class Tenor Prefix 
I Objective (Detached/other)  
II Affectionate (Friendly) /wa-/ 
III Passionate (Romantic) /ro-/ 
IV Despondent (Sad) /de-/ 
V Irate (Angry) /di-/ 
VI Nervous (Excited/anxious) /wo-/ 
VII Elative (Happy) /la-/ 
VIII Quiet (Calm)  /lu-/ 
IX Proud (Proud) /lo-/ 
X Prospective (Hopeful) /ho-/ 
XI Retrospective (Regretful) /re-/ 
 

Verbs 

The verbal system of Duwen is unique in the sense that it has four verb tenses, the present, past, 

future, and continuous—a simplification of the more expansive tense systems of the romantic 

languages, which have tenses such as the perfect or the imperfect. Unlike English, the future 

tense is achieved not through the use of auxiliary verbs such as “will” or “shall” but through 

direct conjugation of the verb itself (the “will” is implied in the conjugation). Likewise, the 

continuous tense does not require the verb “to be,” as the fact of being is implied in the 

conjugation. As a product of natural language evolution, Duwen has conflated the different 

inflections of the continuous tense into two forms—a form for singular and plural number—

producing an irregularity in the language.  
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Verbs in Duwen are conjugated by suffixation (in contrast to the use of prefixes to 

decline nouns). Verbs in their infinitive form end with the syllable /ho/. Users inflect verbs to 

agree with tense, person, and number by replacing the final /ho/ syllable of the infinitive with the 

appropriate /h/ initial syllable(s) indicated in table 7. For example, to transcribe the sentence “I 

found the book,” I would write, “Na omaha ga edolenalanon,” having replaced the infinitive 

suffix /ho/ of “omaho” with the past singular 1st person conjugation /ha/. The suffixes themselves 

encode tense, number, and person. /m/ indicates plurality, as it does for nouns and pronouns. 

Vowel initial /i/, /a/, /u/, and /o/ indicate the present, past, future, and continuous tense, 

respectively. 1st person conjugations are unmarked, as they are for pronouns, but 2nd and 3rd 

person conjugations take vowel final /a/ and /o/ respectively. The use of final /m/ to indicate 

plurality and the practice of leaving 1st person forms unmarked reinforces sonic associations in 

the user’s mind, so that the user, for instance, upon hearing final /m/ intuits plurality.  

 Duwen only possesses an inflectional system for the indicative mood, perhaps because 

the original speakers of Duwen had not yet developed a complete understanding of non-being. 

This philosophical proclivity manifests itself in the preponderance of verbs of the indicative 

realis mood. However, this grammatical peculiarity does not mean that Duwen does not 

recognize irrealis grammatical moods such as the subjunctive. As speakers of Duwen began to 

recognize states of non-being, they invented a prefix to denote the subjunctive irrealis mood. To 

represent the subjunctive, speakers prefix the indicatively conjugated verb with /iho-/ (see table 

8). The prefix, like the noun class prefixes, takes a hyphen, which denotes a pause between the 

prefix and the initial syllable of the verb. For example, the sentence “I wish that she were here” 

would be translated “Na rowenhi gala nu iho-hohano hahen,” which is minimally different from 

the sentence “I wish that she was here,” which would read “Na rowenhi gala nu hohano hahen.” 
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Table 7: Indicative Verb Suffixes 

 Present Past Future Continuous 
1st 
(Singular/Plural) 

/-hi/ /-him/ /-ha/ /-ham/ /-hu/ /-hum/ /-hono/ /-honom/ 

2nd /-hina/ /-hinam/ /-hana/ /-hanam/ /-huna/ /-hunam/ /-hono/ /-honom/ 
3rd /-hino/ /-hinom/ /-hano/ /-hanom/ /-huno/ /-hunom/ /-hono/ /-honom/ 
 

Table 8: Subjunctive Verb Prefix 

 All tenses 

All person/number forms /iho-/ 

 

Adjectives and Adverbs 

Similar to the way in which verbs end with the syllable /ho/, adjectives end with the syllable /ro/. 

Adjectives are inflected to agree with gender and number, but not to agree with case (see table 

9). The conjugations are logical, drawing on elements already encountered to differentiate 

adjectival number and gender; the closing of the syllable with consonantal /m/ indicates plurality, 

as it does for verb conjugations and noun declensions, and the use of final vowel /u/, /a/, and /o/ 

marks gender in the same way that it does for verbs and nouns. 

 In Duwen, any adjective can be transformed into an adverb by replacing /ro/ with /ri/ with 

no need for further declension. Even adjectives which in English do not easily adverbialize, such 

as “wenanaro” (“heartbroken”), can take on adverbial form by adding /ri/, allowing for such 

constructions as “Na ranuha wenanari” (“I left heartbrokenly”) or “Na ranuha ramumori” (“I left 

lostly”).  

Table 9: Adjectival Suffix Declensions 

 Singular Plural 
Female /-ru/ /-rum/ 
Male /-ra/ /-ram/ 
Neuter /-ro/ /-rom/ 
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Word Order 

Though noun declensions and verb conjugations encode much of the semantic information 

conveyed by word order, conventional usage indicates that Duwen is head-initial in syntax. 

Duwen is considered head-initial because it places the verb before the object, the noun before the 

adjective, the noun before the genitive, the preposition before the noun, and the noun before the 

relative clause. The following sentence demonstrates this syntactical alignment:  “Ga dulorim 

liru, um na wenhi, imihi melan ga imunumiradalorim obom ga edalon” (literally, “The daughter 

little, whom I love, sits in the house of a man”). Here, the verb “imihi” precedes the indirect 

object “ga imunumiradalorim” of the sentence; the noun “dulorim” precedes the adjective “liru,” 

the noun “imunumiradalorim” precedes the genitive “obom ga edalon,” the preposition “melan” 

precedes the noun “ga imunumiradalorim,” and the noun “Ga dulorim” precedes the relative 

clause “um na wenhi.” The sentence reflects a typical Duwenese arrangement of words in which 

each ordering of grammatical units typifies head-initial syntax. However, there is a margin of 

syntactical flexibility because Duwen is an inflected language that encodes number, case, and/or 

gender in its words. As such, a speaker could also write the above sentence as, “Ga liru dulorim, 

um wenhi na, melan ga imunumiradalorim obom ga edalon imihi” (literally, “The little daughter, 

whom love I, in the house of a man sits”), with little to no semantic difference. Given Duwen’s 

inflections, the modifier may come before or after the head as long as the two are contiguous. 

The syntactical flexibility of Duwen lends itself to interpretation. Researchers speculate 

as to the extra-linguistic significance of placing the subject at the beginning or at the end of the 

sentence. Yet, aside from the deliberate placement of emphasis, there is little evidence 

supporting the idea that syntactical variation reflects a cultural or ideological outlook of the 
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Duwenese speakers. Conventional usage dictates head-initial syntax, which may reflect a 

subjective autocentrism, but it is difficult to deduce the exact linguistic significance of Duwen’s 

head-initial syntax or of deviation from this arrangement. 

 

Word Families 

Words in Duwen belong to families that share morphological and/or semantic features. That is, 

Duwen creates words at the nexus of inter-lexical structures. For instance, the following words 

belong to the “wen,” or “heart,” family: 

Wen – heart (n.) 
Wenho – to love (v.) 
Wenon – love (n.) 
 

These words map to the following words, which derive their meanings from “wen”: 

Wenara – heartbreak (n.) 
Wenaraho – to heartbreak (v.) 
Wenanaro – heartbroken (adj.) 

 
Minawen – life (n.) 
Minawenho – to live (v.) 
 

Which map subsequently to: 

Aranho – to break (v.) 
Aran – break (n.) 
Aranaro – broken (adj.) 

 
Minan – breath (n.) 
Minaho – to breathe (v.) 
Minalir – breathless (adj.) 
 

The words of the third part of the sequence (the “aran” family and the “mina” family) derive 

from elements of the words of the second part of the sequence (“wenara” and “minawen”). It 

could be said that “wen” (heart) begat the related forms “wenara” (heartbreak) and “minawen” 

(life). From these forms, speakers deduced meanings for the introduced sounds (the non-“wen” 
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sounds “ara” and “mina”). These deductions led to the semanticization of the once-removed 

forms “aran” (break) and “minan” (breath).6 Because its verbs, adjectives, and adverbs take 

consistent morphological forms, speakers could create the different forms of words by adding the 

appropriate grammatical suffix to the noun form, tinkering with syllables where necessary. 

Mapping the lexicon of Duwen reveals the structural correspondence of its words to each other. 

This structural correspondence suggests that the words of Duwen evolved and originated from 

related words throughout its history and, thus, that Duwen’s lexicon was structurally self-

reproducing. 

 

III. Orthography 

Thus far, I have used a romanization of Duwen when discussing its linguistic features. However, 

Duwen has its own written system. Its orthography resembles those of Western languages in the 

sense that it writes from left to right and from top to bottom. Yet, unlike the systems of Western 

languages, Duwenese orthography takes the syllable as its organizing principle. Duwen features 

a combination of an alphabetical and an abugidic writing system in the sense that it constructs 

single syllabic macro-glyphs out of, often times, multiple (up to three) alphabetical micro-

glyphs. Peterson defines an alphabet as “a writing system that uses a distinct glyph for a distinct 

sound,” and he defines abugida as “a script that, for the most part, adheres to the maxim that one 

glyph = one syllable. An abugida, though, will have a very obvious base glyph with a more or 

less predictable set of variations” (214, 218). In Duwen, each sound, whether consonant or 

vowel, corresponds to a glyph (see table 10). Because individual sounds correspond to individual 

glyphs, Duwenese orthography resembles an alphabet. However, Duwen constructs individual 

                                                
6 To put it another way, when paired, words of the first and third families produce words of the second families: 
“wen” + “aran” = “wenara” (heartbreak); “wen” + “minan” = “minawen” (life; literally, breath-heart). 
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glyphs to represent syllables by combining the sound components of the syllables. Because it 

takes as its base the vowel nuclei of its syllables, vowels are written in normal type. Consonantal 

onsets, if the syllable has one, are written in superscript before the nucleus. Consonantal codas, if 

the syllable has one, are written in subscript after the nucleus. Thus, the word “gam” would be 

written: 

 

with the glyph for /g/ elevated and leftmost, the glyph for /a/ normalized and central, and the 

glyph for /m/ lowered and rightmost. The single macro-glyph composited from the individual 

alphabetical sound glyphs represents the syllable. In this sense, Duwen employs an alphabetical-

abugidic writing system, as the abugidic syllabic glyph is constructed according to a set of 

alphabetical correspondences. The dual alphabetical-abugidic nature of Duwen’s writing system 

allows Duwenese orthography to cohere on the sonic and syllabic level, emphasizing at once the 

syllable and the sounds that constitute the syllable. 

In the case of “inu,” or any other multi-syllabic word in which a single consonant 

separates two vowels, the intervowel “n” should be understood to be the onset of the “nu” 

syllable and not to be the coda of an “in” syllable. In general, when writing multi-syllabic words 

of such a nature, be guided by the fact that only /m/, /n/, and /l/ can act as codas, and /l/ only at 

the end of prefixes before a vowel-beginning root. In the event of persistent ambiguity, a 

hierarchy can be used, by which an intervowel consonant should be written as the onset to the 

succeeding vowel.  
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IV. Schematic Analysis 

Synthetic-Analytic Continuum 

In The English Language, Charles Barber, Joan C. Beal, and Philip A. Shaw identify three 

analytical schemes that linguists use to classify languages. The synthetic-analytic scheme 

classifies languages based on the amount of bound morphemes a language uses versus the 

amount of free morphemes it uses. Barber, Beal, and Shaw define an analytic language as “one 

that uses very few bound morphemes” (26). By contrast, they define a synthetic language as 

“[one that] uses large numbers of bound morphemes, and often combines long strings of them to 

form a single word” (26). Duwen utilizes bound morphemes in the form of prefixes, for nominal 

declensions, and suffixes, for verbal and adjectival inflections. However, Duwen is not primarily 

a synthetic language because the majority of its uninflected words are free morphemes and 

because the use of bound morphemes such as prefixes and suffixes only alters meaning to 

conform to grammatical structure; as such, the inflections of Duwenese bound morphemes do not 

create new lexemes. For example, the word “wen” (heart) is a free morpheme that functions on 

its own. Inflecting it with the bound morpheme “do” does not result in a new lexeme; rather, it 

serves the grammatical purpose of marking gender, case, and number. Though Duwen features 

more case inflections (bound morphemes) than Present Day English (its nominal prefixes 

Table 10: Consonant and Vowel Glyphs 
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encodes case and gender, in addition to number), it does not represent as many cases as, for 

instance, Latin does. Thus, Duwen falls somewhere between English and Latin—as opposed to 

between Latin and a highly synthetic language such as Turkish—on the synthetic-analytic 

continuum with more of a lean, like English, toward the analytic pole. 

 

Isolating, Agglutinative, Flectional, Polysynthetic 

As regards the isolating, agglutinative, flectional, polysynthetic scheme, Duwen most accurately 

classifies as a flectional language, having little structural correspondence to the polysynthetic, 

isolating, and agglutinative varieties. Barber, Beal, and Shaw define an isolating language as one 

that “use[s] no bound forms: words are invariable, and in the extreme case every word would 

consist of a single morpheme,” and they define an agglutinative language as having “many 

bound forms, and these are… stuck together to form words, without their shape being altered 

during the process” (27). Because it uses bound morphemes, yet because it also preserves free 

morphemes, Duwen does not classify well as either an isolating or an agglutinative language, 

which represent, as Barber, Beal, and Shaw note, extreme forms of singular morphology.  

Duwen could be considered polysynthetic in the fundamental sense that it combines 

“morphemes, both grammatical and lexical… into a single word,” as in the word “la-

dominawen” (life), in which the bound morphemes “la-” (noun class prefix: happy) and “do” 

(nominal prefix: neuter, singular, nominative) are combined with the free morpheme “minawen” 

(life; which is itself a minor blending of the free morphemes “minan” [breath] and “wen” [heart]) 

to signify a neuter life about which the speaker feels happy. However, Duwen does not combine 

bound and free morphemes to the degree that truly polysynthetic languages, such as the Inuit 

languages, do. For instance, “la-dominawen,” a generously long Duwenese word, contains two 
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bound morphemes and one free morpheme (two if we treat “minawen” as a blended compound 

word), making it three (or four) morphemes long. By contrast, a word of typical length in 

Nunavut Inuktitut is tusaatsiarunnanngittualuujunga, which contains the suffixes tsiaq, junnaq, 

nngit, tu(q), alu(k), u, and junga, and the root tusaa making it eight morphemes long. Though it 

features the constructive principle of a polysynthetic language, Duwen does not manifest this 

principle to the extent that a true polysynthetic language, such as Nunavut Inuktitut, does.  

Duwen most accurately classifies as a flectional language in the sense that meaning, 

though not all of its meaning, derives from variable bound morphemes, which indicate, in 

different capacities, case, gender, and number. Barber, Beal, and Shaw write, “In a flectional 

language, by contrast, the bound morphemes are not invariable, and a morpheme may signal 

several different features” (27). The bound morphemes (prefixes, suffixes) of Duwen are variable 

and vary in order to encode gender, case, and number. The only invariable bound morphemes of 

the language are the optional noun class prefixes that register the emotional tenor of the speaker 

to a noun and the subjunctive prefix. The prevalence of variable bound morphemes, in the forms 

of prefixes and suffixes, and the role of these bound morphemes to provide grammatical meaning 

situates Duwen within the parameters of a flectional language. Thus, given its chord with flexion 

and its nonconformity to the other classifications, Duwen most accurately classifies as a 

flectional language. 

 

Operand-Operator/Operator-Operand 

Barber, Beal, and Shaw note that the operand-operator and operator-operand systems of 

classification “categorize languages by… those in which the head normally precedes the 

modifier (‘operand-operator languages’), and those in which it normally follows it (operator-
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operand languages’)” (28). The operand-operator classificatory system, then, measures the same 

thing that the previous discussion of word order discussed: whether the head or the modifier 

takes precedence in a sentence. Due to its conventional adherence to head-initial syntax, Duwen 

can be classified as an operand-operator language. Like English, it places the head before the 

modifier, whether that modifier is an object, a genitive, or a relative clause (yet, unlike English, 

Duwen also places the noun before the adjective). Of course, the encoding of grammatical case 

in nominal prefixes allows the language some flexibility in its syntactical construction. Users 

may deviate from the head-initial syntax with considerable success. It could be claimed, then, 

that Duwen fluidly navigates the demarcation between operand-operator and operator-operand 

languages. However, conventional usage would need to destabilize in order for Duwen to be 

uprooted from its operand-operator moorings.   

 

V. Evolutionary Predictions 

When it was discovered, Duwen was a dead language, but it has since attracted significant media 

attention and might in the future experience a renaissance. To this end, I have made some 

predictions about the evolutionary course that Duwen might take were it to regain usage in a 

contemporary setting.  

Though Duwen is characterized by its use of long, full sounds, I believe that the sound 

system of Duwen is unsustainable in its current form. The preponderance of long sounds slows 

communication and requires more oral-physiological exertion than lighter voiceless sounds 

require (recall the difference between “ta-ka-ta-ka-ta-ka-ta-ka” and “da-ga-da-ga-da-ga-da-ga”). 

Moreover, many of the consonantal-vowel combinations are difficult to pronounce with long 

vowels. I think in particular of the long /e/ in “wen,” which requires excessive effort to 
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pronounce and sounds better pronounced short. Because one of the motivations for sound change 

is economization of effort (Barber et al. 41), I predict that a general shortening of vowels will 

occur, especially in contexts in which long pronunciation taxes the oral muscles and/or sounds 

poorly (I think of in closed syllables ending in /m/ and /n/).7 I also predict the emergence of new 

sounds—in particular, the voiceless variations of the preexisting voiced sounds (/p/, /t/, /k/)—for 

the economization and phonaesthetic variety that they afford. 

 Because English, which once encoded for case, has lost many of its case-encoding 

inflections, I predict that Duwen will lose its case system, though perhaps not in full. At the 

minimum, I foresee a simplification of the case system, whereby the nominative and accusative 

prefixes will conflate so that the prefixes only encode for gender and number. This conflation 

would result in stricter syntactical rules, causing grammatical case to become dependent on word 

order; yet, as English demonstrates, this method of conveying semantic information works.  

 Duwen will likely see the elimination of its noun class prefixes. Though they distinguish 

Duwen from other languages, I do not see the prefixes garnering enough usage to survive for 

many generations (I have hardly used them myself!). If anything, I suspect that the noun class 

prefixes will simplify and that one or two may be used on occasion. I could also imagine a 

functional change in the noun class prefixes, whereby the prefixes become exclamations of 

emotions, like English “Ha!” or “Oh!” In general, however, the noun class prefixes seem 

destined for a minimization of usage. 

 The Duwenese verbal system does not encompass the multitude of moods represented in 

world languages. Duwen possesses only the indicative mood (with a prefixing mechanism to 

represent the subjunctive) and in it forms for only four tenses. Linguists chock up this lack of 

                                                
7 As I have noted, I use /ε/ in pronouncing “Duwen.”  
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verbal completeness to any number of things—for instance, one hypothesis suggests that the 

speakers of Duwen perceived time in an incomplete way and did not recognize as fine gradations 

of temporality as modern humans, who have perfective tenses, as well as more obscure tenses 

such as the hodiernal.8 I predict that Duwen will develop a more complex tense and mood 

system, more fully representative of the varieties that exist across the world (though it may not 

invent the hodiernal tense).  

 The future of Duwenese orthography depends on technological development. Users of 

Duwen had not developed a typesetting technology at the inception of the written system. The 

glyphs used are simple to construct and do not require precise writing instruments; in fact, the 

glyphs can be constructed with as little as two rocks (I have tried it). As I note above, the 

shortening of long sounds may correspond to the broadening of the Duwenese phonological 

system and the emergence of not only the voiceless variations of preexisting voiced sounds, but 

also of entirely new sounds, such as /ch/, /dg/, and the gamut of fricatives. An expansion of the 

phonological system would require the creation of new glyphs to account for these new sounds. 

As this expansion occurred, the glyph system would become more complex; however, the 

abugidic system, in which syllabic glyphs derive from base vowel glyphs, would remain a simple 

and efficient way to depict the sounds of Duwen.  

 The future of Duwen depends on its ability to accommodate the needs of contemporary 

users. In the cultural context of the 21st century, where English is the language of prestige, 

Duwen may find itself assimilating English words and attuning itself to English grammar in an 

attempt to assert relevance. Duwen will need to expand its phonological system in order to 

represent the variety of sounds heard on an everyday basis. Contemporary users would require 

                                                
8 Thanks to Peterson for this. The hodiernal is “a special tense just for things that have been done since waking up” 
(139). 
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the expansion of the verbal system, including fully developed irrealis moods, such as the 

subjunctive and the conditional, and perfective tenses. Many of Duwen’s extraneous features, 

such as the noun class prefixes, will disappear because users will be hard-pressed to find a place 

for them in conversation. That is, users will rely on intrinsic indicators of emotion, such as tone 

and dynamics, to convey the information that noun class prefixes convey. Likewise, the nominal 

prefixes will eliminate case distinctions in favor of stricter syntax (in the vein of English). 

Current technology will make it easier to write in Duwen, whose orthography is already simple, 

giving Duwen’s orthography the highest potential for survival. Though Duwen, were it picked 

up, would enter a linguistic arena dominated by English, it may more practically find a home in 

the mouths of rare-language enthusiasts who appreciate it for its sensitivity to language and for 

its distinctive sound. 

 

VI. The Historico-Cultural Context of Duwen 

In The Language Hoax, John McWhorter argues that “language reflects culture” (27). Based on 

his thesis, I can use the linguistic features of Duwen to hypothesize the historico-cultural context 

of its speakers. For instance, as I have already noted, the preponderance of long vowels and 

voiced consonants may reflect an aural preference for sonority and slowness. Perhaps harsh 

sounds, such as fricatives, hurt the ears of Duwenese speakers (though, if this analysis were 

posited, one would have to account for the fricative /h/). Or, speakers of Duwen may have been 

physiologically incapable of producing voiceless sounds, though this seems improbable for a 

human species.  

The limited extant lexicon of Duwen suggests that its speakers were human with 

anatomical (the words “ano” [hand] and “ana” [foot]) and social correspondences (the words 
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“numiwen” [home] and “dalam” [teacher]) to human concepts. The lexicon is devoid of 

advanced or intermediate technology, suggesting that the Duwenese were a primitive people.9 

However, the grammatical complexity of the language (the inflecting of case, gender, and 

number) qualifies this notion. Though technologically primitive, the speakers of Duwen may 

have been intellectually precocious, as demonstrated in the language’s complex semantic 

structures. The notion of intellectual precocity is not unsupported by Duwen’s lexical range. The 

existence of words for concepts such as God (“analamawen,” which morphologically represents 

a union of “head” [analama] and “heart” [wen]) and gravity (“holonam”) supposes a level of 

existential understanding incongruent with the idea that the Duwenese were primitive. The lack 

of technological sophistication did not hinder the intellectual development of the Duwenese, 

which is reflected in the complexity of their language. 

The extent of Duwenese philosophical knowledge was limited, likely, by time. 

Researchers attribute the lack of a complete set of irrealis modal conjugations to an undeveloped 

philosophical capacity to understand the concept of non-being. The presence of only one prefix 

to represent the subjunctive irrealis mood indicates the limited extent to which ontological 

understanding permeated the Duwenese linguistic system. Yet, we can only assume that, had 

their time not been cut short, Duwenese philosophy would have represented a significant 

achievement of ancient thought.  

The runes found in the Cholistan Desert date to the 10th century BCE, situating Duwen 

chronologically between the Mycenaean Greek and Ancient Greek periods. Geographically, the 

location of the runes situates the Duwenese among the Iranian pastoralists and the Dravidians. 

The speakers of Duwen were humans at an early stage of technological evolution, though they 

also demonstrated considerable intellectual precocity. The speakers’ nascent understanding of 
                                                
9 As I note, Duwenese orthography does not require typesetting technology. 
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philosophical non-being (evidenced by the inception of a subjunctive prefix) suggests that the 

linguistic develop of an irrealis mood was truncated by the disuse of the language. This 

truncation points to the most striking feature of Duwen’s history: the suddenness with which it 

disappears. Linguists have been unable to explain this disappearance. Some theorists posit an 

epidemic, while others suggest that Duwen and its speakers were assimilated into neighboring 

cultures, resulting in the dissolution of the language. Researchers today continue in their attempt 

to determine what happened to Duwen and, more importantly, what happened to its speakers. 

 

VII. Afterword 

Duwen is my creation. I constructed the language, with the assistance of Peterson’s The Art of 

Language Invention, over a four-day period and reconstructed the language over four weeks 

thereafter. The process was, more than anything, recursive. I worked and reworked the different 

systems of Duwen until all systems cohered with each other. I edited the phonology of the 

language five times, each time to better suit the sound I intended. I created words as I ate dinner, 

noting them on a piece of filler paper, and translated Genesis 1:1-4 (below) during breakfast. 

And it is still imperfect. 

It all begins and ends with “wen.” I began with no idea of what the language would 

become, except that it would include the word “wen” and that “wen” would signify “heart.” 

From “wen” I created “minawen” and “wenara,” and from there, “minan” and “aran,” and from 

there, a language of a modest size. Of course, I do not remember it all; I cannot speak Duwen nor 

can I tell you what prefix to use to decline a noun to the female plural accusative form (though I 

can look it up). But I remember “wen,” “ga dowen obom ga edodongan,” and it is enough. 

Now, as the wind, “Na hohi minaliro.” I am breathless. 
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VIII. Translation of Genesis 1:1-4 

[1] Melan ga edolinibimo dalanalamawen halaminahano ga edoluholaman meno ga edonumina. 

[2] Meno ga donumina hohano nine edolanalona, meno nidinaro; meno doludara hohano ni ga 

edolanoma obom ga edonidili. Meno ga dolumalaminan obom edalanalamawen damahano ni ga 

edulanoma obom ga edomulanum. [3] Meno dalanalamawen hahano, Dolidara hohino: meno 

dolidara hohano. [4] Meno dalanalamawen amahano ga edolidara, gala ino hohano munoro: 

meno dalanalamawen doloribihano ga edolidara nim ga edoludara. 
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IX. Appendices 

Appendix A: Selected Verbs 

To ask Huliho 
To be Hoho 
To become Ihonho 
To begin Idibiho 
To believe Umalaho 
To bleed Rawenho 
To break Aranho 
To breathe Minaho 
To bring Halaho 
To come Holoho 
To crack Loraho 
To cut Doloraho 
To divide Doloribiho 
To do Hanoho 
To feel Imihanoho 
To find Omaho 
To forget Udiloho 
To get Inaho 
To give Ubunoho 
To go Andoho 
To happen Borinho 
To have Oroho 
To hear Umuho 
To help Uralorho 
To keep Lolanaho 
To know Idanho 
To leave Ranuho 
To let Oranho 
To live Minaweho 
To lock Lolaho 
To love Wenho 
To make Eho 
To move Damaho 
To need Ramunho 
To put Iroho 
To remember Idiloho 
To run Anaho 
To say Haho 
To see Amaho 
To seem Benoho 
To set Areho 
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To show  Enaho 
To sit Imiho 
To speak Dongoho 
To stab Doloroho 
To stand Alanonho 
To study Dulaho 
To take Domoho 
To teach Dalaho 
To tell Ilihaho 
To think  Anonaho 
To time Idiho 
To try Iranho 
To use Emonho 
To walk Alanoho 
To want Niwenho 
To wish Rowenho 
To work Garoho 
To write Enaloho 
 

Appendix B: Selected Nouns 

A Forgotten Person Udilonuman 
Baby Liran 
Beginning Inibino 
Being Hon 
Belief Umalon 
Blindness Umaladon 
Blood Rawen 
Bloodsucker Ehulira 
Book Enalanon 
Bovine Nomno 
Brain Anona 
Break Aran 
Breath Minan 
Butt Imin 
Chance Boran 
Child Lorim 
Clay Ehin 
Coincidence Borindo 
Crack Loran 
Dagger Dolorin 
Darkness Udara 
Day  Bi 
Deep Nidili 
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Door Ranu 
Ear Umula 
Eye Malana 
Face Anoma 
Family Radalorim 
Foot Ana 
Form Analona 
Friend Uralorim 
Future Radilom 
Gift Ilom 
God Analamawen 
Gravity Holonam 
Group Meloribi 
Hand Ano 
Head Analama 
Heart Wen 
Heartbreak Wenara 
Home Numiwen 
House Numiradalorim 
Instant Bolidomo 
Language Dongan 
Left Una 
Leg Alando 
Life Minawen 
Light Idara 
Line Enalo 
Lock Lola 
Love Wenon 
Memory Idilom 
Minute Bilidimo 
Moment Balidimo 
Month  Melabi 
Mouth Ehulibi 
Necessity Ramunon 
Night Umidara 
Number Bi 
Offering Ubonum 
Orphan Loriran 
Other Ulon 
Parent Darim 
Past Diradilom 
Peace Elan 
People Alon 
Person Lon 
Place Anodi 
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Point Amina 
Possession Oron 
Present Iradilom 
Question Lihon 
Right Ilena 
Sand Elihan 
Second Ibilidimo 
Shard Lorin 
Sibling Ralorim 
Sight Maladon 
Speech Dongonan 
Story Hanalona 
Student Dulam 
Study Dulanam 
Teacher Dalam 
Teeth-wound Ehumon 
Thing Abi 
Time Idimo 
Tongue Dongo 
Tool Emolihan 
Tooth Ehuli 
Utility Emohan 
Water Ulanum 
Way  Enola 
Widow Lonumon 
Wind Minalon 
Word Demo 
Work Garohon 
World Numina 
Wound Mon 
Year Amelibi 
 

Appendix C: Selected Adjectives, Adverbs 

Again Niliri 
Alone Numoro 
Bad Umunoro 
Big Anumoro 
Breathless Minaliro 
Broken Aranaro 
Childish Lorimiro 
Common Limaro 
Cracked Loraro 
Different Udeniro 
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Early Ibidaro 
Few Umelaro 
First Ibiliro 
Good Munoro 
Great Amenoro 
Heartbroken Wenanaro 
High Unumaro 
Important Lolaweno 
Instantaneous Bolidomoro 
Last Irabiro 
Late Ubidaro 
Little Liro 
Lost Ramumoro 
Low/base Numaro 
Many Melaro 
Missing Iranro 
Momentary Balidimoro 
New Uliro 
Next Romiro 
Old Mebiliro 
Other Ulonoro 
Own Odeniro 
Past Diradiliro 
Remembered Idiloro 
Right/correct Alanaro 
Second Ibililiro 
Small Unumoro 
Useful Emonaro 
Useless Emoliro 
Void Nidinaro 
Whole Ameloro 
Young Mebiliro 
 

Appendix D: Miscellany 

A, An, The Ga/gam 
About Im 
Above Oroden 
After Godima 
Against Dim 
Among Namana 
And Meno 
Around Dina 
As Go 
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At Na 
Before Gadima 
Between Gim 
By Om 
During Rano 
For Oron 
From Nim 
Here Hahen 
How Gola 
In  Melan 
Into Melogo 
Like Enoga 
Maybe Alua 
No Ulu 
Of Obom 
On Ni 
Over Oran 
That/those Gala/galam 
This/these Galo/galom 
Through Ilam 
To Ogo 
Under Ur 
What Adi 
When Idi 
Where Odi 
Who/whom (take the same form) u(m)/a(m)/o(m) 
Why Udi 
With None 
Without Nine 
Yes Ala 
 

Appendix E: Phrases 

Hello/Good morning Amahi edolidara (noun class can be used here; 
lit., “I see light.”)—shortened from Na amahi 
edolidara obom eno (“I see light of you”). 

Goodnight Amahi edolumidara (“I see night”) 
See you later Omahu emo nili (“I will find you again”) 
I love you Na wenhi wa-imu 
Will you marry me? Ro-eno lolahuna galo edowen? (“Will you lock 

this heart?”) 
What time is it? Adi dolidimo hohino ino? 
You are a butt! Hohina ga dolimin! 
Rest in peace. Andohina none edolelan (“Go with peace.”) 
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